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Evidence from German Survey Data
Abstract
Thisstudyinvestigatestheinfluenceofurbanformonautomobiletravelusing
travel-diary data from Germany. Two dimensions of car use are considered:
the discrete decision to own a car and the continuous decision of distance
traveled. Because these decisions are likely to be influenced by factors
unobservable to the researcher, we apply censored regression models to
evaluate the role of biases emerging from sample selectivity. Unlike much of
the literature,we find that urban form variables are a significant determinant
ofbothautomobileownershipanduse,afindingthatholdsevenafterusingin-
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In Germany, as elsewhere in the industrialized world, the demand for motor
vehicle travel has increased substantially in recent years, with the number of
registered vehicles increasing by 12.1% and mileage increasing by 9.1%
between 1993 and 2002 (Hautzinger, Stock 2005). Understanding the deter-
minants of such trends has emerged as a major priority within the scientific
and policy arenas given the range of negative externalities associated with
private car use,including air and noise pollution as well as congestion and ac-
cidentsonthepublicroadways.Oneimportantareaofresearchhasfocusedon
theroleofurbanformasacauseoftransportdemand.Thehypothesisofalink
between urban form and automobile dependency has far reaching impli-
cationsfortransportandlandusepolicy,asitsverificationwouldavailabroad
palette of options to encourage alternative modes of travel.Establishing such
a link empirically,however,has proved a vexing endeavor.
While several early studies uncovered evidence that land use planning – in
particular high densities and mixed use – reduce automobile travel (e.g.
Newman, Kenworthy 1989; Holtzclaw 1990; Friedman et al. 1994; cited in
Handy1996),morerecentstudieshavesuggestedthatthelinkageistenuousat
best. Much of this research draws on household data collected from select
cities and regions in the United States, where the widespread movement of
populations away from urban areas has been argued to not only contribute to
urban blight (Jargowsky 2001), but also to a loss of cultural heritage as
open-space is replaced by helter-skelter development and disconnected resi-




integrating neighborhoods and reducing congestion. As cities and metro-
politan areas develop strategies to implement these concepts,one of the most
contentious conclusions emerging from the recent literature is that any such
measures may have only muted effects.To the extent that households endoge-
nously self-select themselves into communities that support their preferences
fortransportation-andotheramenities,therewillbelessleveragetoinfluence
theirbehaviorthroughchangesinlanduse.ThestudiesbyBoarnet/Sarmiento
(1998), Crane/Crepeau (1998), Krizek (2003), and Bento et al. (2005), all of
which analyze household data collected from U.S.cities,are among those that
find a modest role of individual measures of urban form in explaining auto-
mobile-based travel behavior.
To date, this issue has received very little empirical scrutiny in the European
context, despite growing concerns about unmitigated land consumption and
callstoavoidunbalancedurbanplanning(EC2001).In1993,theGermangov-
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regional planning guidelines (BBR 1993). Since that time, several German
cities have adopted models predicated on “compact”development as a means
of spatially integrating residential, recreational and commercial land uses to
reduce automobile reliance (e.g. Dresden 2002). One of the few studies to
examine the efficacy of such measures was recently commissioned by the
Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing, which drew on a
cross-sectionalsurveyofindividualtravelbehavior(Siedentopetal.2005).Al-
though the authors are able to establish correlations between various
measures of urban form and total travel, they find relatively weaker corre-
lations between these measures and automobile travel. Moreover, they
concedethattheirfindingsmaybesubjecttotheconfoundinginfluenceofres-
idential choice decisions.
The present study seeks to further contribute to this line of inquiry by esti-
matingeconometricmodelsofcaruseonapaneloftravel-diarydatacollected
in Germany between 1996 and 2003. Two dimensions of car use are con-
sidered: the discrete decision to own a car and the continuous decision of
distance traveled. Because these decisions are related and, moreover, are
likely to be influenced by factors unobservable to the researcher, we explore
alternative specifications using censored regression techniques to assess
whethertheresultsaresubjecttobiasesemergingfromsampleselectivity.Our
focus is specifically on the determinants of non-work travel, as this variant
generates a majority of the local area travel (Crane,Crepeau 1998) and tends
to be more flexible and hence potentially more responsive to the built envi-
ronment (Krizek 2003). In addition to modeling variables that capture the
tools commonly advocated by land use planners to influence mobility be-
havior, including mixed use and public transit, an important contribution of
this study is to control for endogeneity through the use of instrumental
variables.
Theremainderofthepaperisstructuredasfollows.Thenextsectiondescribes
the data sources and their assembly for the quantitative analysis.Section 3 de-
scribes the econometric models, the explanatory variables included in the
specification,and some technical details on the interpretation of the marginal
effects.Section 4 catalogues the results,and section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Data assembly
The primary data source used in this research is drawn from the German Mo-
bility Panel (MOP), a representative multiyear travel survey financed by the
GermanFederalMinistryofTransport,BuildingandHousing.Thepanelisor-
ganized in overlapping waves, each comprising a group of households
surveyed for a period of one week over each of three years. The data used in
this paper cover eight waves of the panel,spanning 1996 to 2003.
On the Link between Urban Form and Automobile Use 5Households that participate in the survey are requested to fill out a ques-
tionnaire eliciting general household information and person-related charac-
teristics, including gender, age and employment status. In addition, all
household members over 10 years of age fill out a trip log capturing relevant
aspects of everyday travel behavior,including distances traveled,modes used,
activities undertaken, and activity durations. Using the data from these logs,
we derived a measure of the total distance driven by the household over the
course of the five-day week for non-work activities, which serves as the de-
pendent variable. For cases in which these activities were undertaken as part
of tours that involved work stops (e.g. a stop at the supermarket on the way
homefromwork),wesubtractedtwicethedirecthome-workdistanceinorder
to remove work-related travel from the measure.
While the MOP includes a variable indicating the zip code in which the
household resides, it lacks sufficiently detailed geospatial information to
derive measures of community attributes. Moreover, the MOP includes no
direct measures of household level income.To redress these features,we aug-
mentedthedatawithadditionalinformationobtainedfromNavtechandinfas
GEOdaten GmbH, two commercial data providers. The Navtech data in-
cludes shapefiles of the zip code boundaries and the roads network in
Germany.The infas GEOdaten data is drawn from the year 2001 and includes
information on per capita disposable income and demographic composition,
as well as counts of the number of building structures and business outlets of
various ages and types (e.g. residential, retail, service, etc). As with the
Navtechdata,thisdataismeasuredatthescaleofthezipcode,themediansize
of which is roughly 27 square kilometers. Both the GEOdaten and Navtech
datasetsweremergedwiththeMOPdatausingthezipcodeidentifier.Afinal
data source was provided by the German Insurance Association (GDV),
whichcompilesinformationoncarinsurancecostsnationallyattheprovincial
level.Because the provinces – of which there are roughly 445 in the dataset –
are delineated at a slightly higher level of spatial aggregation than zip codes,a
GIS was used to merge them with the household data.
In total, the data contains 3064 households distributed across 2122 zip codes
within the 1996–2003 time interval. Of these, 875 participated in one year of
the survey,878 in two years and 1311 in all three years,yielding a total of 6564
observations on which the model is estimated1. To correct for the non-inde-
pendence of repeat observations, the model is specified using robust re-
gression techniques that account for clustering on the household.
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1 To assess the possibility of attrition bias,we explored specifications that included dummy vari-
ablesindicatingtheoneandtwo-yearparticipatinghouseholds.Asthedummieswereeitherinsig-
nificant or had a negligible impact on the remaining coefficients, they were left out of the final
specifications.3. Empirical issues
3.1 The estimators
Roughly 14% of the households in the data do not own an automobile and for
which the observations on distance driven are consequently censored at zero.
To accommodate this feature of the data, two alternative estimators are
specified: the Heckit (Heckman 1979) and the two-part model. The Heckit
model is appropriate when there is a concern for sample selection biases that
could otherwise arise from the existence of unobservable variables (e.g. at-
titudestowardpublictransit)thatdetermineboththediscreteandcontinuous
choicespertainingtocaruse.Suchbiasesmayemergefromthepossibilitythat
the determinants of car ownership are not random: those households that
woulddriveshortdistancesarethesamehouseholdsthatarelesslikelytoown
a car.
The model considers that observations are ordered into two regimes. In the
context of the present example, these regimes are defined by whether the
household owns a car. The first stage, referred to as the selector equation,
defines a dichotomous variable indicating the regime into which the obser-
vation falls:
(1) SZ u ii i
* '  
(2) SS S S ii i   10 00 if and if
** ,
where S i
* is a latent variable indicating the utility from car ownership, S i is an
indicator for car ownership status, the Zi denote the determinants of this
status,'is a vector of associated parameter estimates,andui is an error term
having a standard normal distribution. After estimating  using the probit
maximumlikelihoodmethod,thesecondstageinvolvesestimatinganOLSre-
gression of distance traveled conditional on S 1.To control for sample selec-
tivity, this second stage regression appends the inverse Mills ratio (IVM) cal-
culated from the linear predictions of the probit model as an additional ex-
planatory variable.This second stage regression is referred to as the outcome
equation and is written as:
(3) EY S X X ii i i i i (| , ) '    1     ,
where Y is the dependent variable,measured here as the kilometers of weekly
non-work vehicle travel, X are the explanatory variables,are the associated
parameters to be estimated, i is an error term assumed to have a bivariate
normal distribution with ui , and  is the IVM, defined by the ratio of the
density function of the standard normal distribution, 	, to its cumulative
density function,
.
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collinearity between the independent variables and the IVM,resulting in high
standard errors on the coefficient estimates and parameter instability. This
problem has generated a vigorous debate in the literature concerning the use-
fulness of the model for handling censored data.Skeptics of the Heckit’s reli-
ability have advocated the two-part model (2PM) as an alternative (Hay et al.
1987; Duan et. al. 1984; Manning et al. 1987; Dow, Norton 2003). As with the
Heckit model, the 2PM involves the estimation of a selector and outcome
equation, but is distinguished by the exclusion of the IVM in the latter
equation2.While acknowledging the merits of the 2PM under certain circum-
stances, Leung/Yu (1996) show that when the Heckit is the true model, it
performsconsiderablybetterthanthe2PMsolongastherearenocollinearity
problems. Nevertheless, they also demonstrate that a t-test of the coefficient
on the IVM – the conventional indicator for the presence of selectivity and
hencethechoicebetweenthe2PMandHeckit–isunreliablewhenthedegree
of collinearity is excessive. Dow/Norton (2003) elaborate on this point by
noting that high collinearity may cause the IVM coefficient to be unusually
large,producingat-testthatincorrectlyrejectsthe2PMinfavoroftheHeckit.
Because the difficulties arising from multicollinearity complicate selection of
the appropriate model, we present estimates from both variants for com-
parison.We also attempt to gauge the extent to which collinearity afflicts the
results of the Heckit by reporting the condition number,a diagnostic tool sug-
gested by Belsley et al. (1980).This measure,which indicates how close a data
matrixXistobeingsingular,iscomputedfromtheeigenvaluesofthemoment
matrix. A higher condition number indicates a greater likelihood of
collinearity problems, whereby Belsley et al. (1980) suggest a maximum
threshold of 30 on the basis of Monte Carlo experiments.
3.2 The explanatory variables
ToeffectivelyidentifytheHeckitmodelandcontrolforsampleselectivitybias
in the second stage regression requires the inclusion of at least one variable
thatuniquelydeterminesthediscretechoiceofcarownershipbutnotthecon-
tinuous choice of distance traveled.In the present example,this selection can
be informed by consideration of the fixed costs incurred with owning a car but
notwithdriving.Asanidentifyingvariable,weincludeaninsurancecostindex
compiled by the GDV, which varies between one and 12 and measures the
average regional insurance costs of car ownership. We expect this variable to
have a negative effect on the probability of car ownership,as increases in the
index indicate higher insurance costs.
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2 Despite appearances,Duan et al.(1984) show that the 2PM is not nested in the Heckit because,
inthecaseoftheformermodel,thecorrelationoftheerrortermsinequations(1)and(3)isirrele-
vant for the purposes of estimation.To model the effects of urban form,we use four variables capturing three key
elements of new urbanist design: public transit, density, and diversity. Public
transitaccessibilityiscapturedbyavariablefromthesurveythatmeasuresthe
walking distance,in minutes,from the house to the nearest public transit stop.
Density is measured by two variables, the first of which is taken from the
vector layer of the road network in Germany. Using this layer, an algorithm
was written to calculate the total length and width of paved roads of various
classes in each zip code,from which the density of road kilometers per square
kilometer of land area could be derived. To maintain the focus on localized
travel, we excluded the German Autobahn network from the calculation of
the measure. The second density measure is derived by summing the total
number of commercial outlets in the zip code and dividing by the zip code’s
area. Given our interest in non-work travel, the construction of this measure
includes only retail,service and entertainment establishments.
Developing a measure of diversity is less straightforward,as the aim here is to
simultaneously account for both the variety and prevalence of different at-
tractions in the region that would influence mobility. We draw on an
entropy-metric commonly employed in the biological sciences, referred to as
Shannon’s diversity index, which is based on information theory (Shannon,
Weaver 1949).The index is defined as:
(4) Hp p j
j
Q
j  ln ,
where Q is the total number of “species”in a patch (in this case the zip code)
and pj is the fraction of individuals belonging to the j
th species. As with the
density measure, we define retail, service and entertainment as the three
classes of outlets over which the index is summed. Aside from being readily
computable from the available data, a desirable feature of the index is that it
takes into account both the number (i.e. richness) as well as the relative
abundance of each type of outlet.
Aside from the distance to the nearest public transit stop,which is expected to
be positively correlated with both the probability of car ownership and
distance driven, the urban form variables could have either positive or
negative effects, and it is not possible to state a priori which effects are ex-
pected to prevail.Diversity,for example,could be considered an amenity that
encourages trips for shopping and other activities, thereby increasing the
number of vehicle trips taken. At the same time, diversity might reduce the
distance traveled for these trips if the mix of services sought is reachable
withinasmallerarea.Asimilarlogicappliestothedensitymeasures.Ahigher
road density could be expected to reduce the costs and hence increase the
amount of automobile travel while simultaneously increasing accessibility,
On the Link between Urban Form and Automobile Use 9which would reduce the traveled distances.Such countervailing effects are re-
flected in the available empirical evidence. Crane/Crepeau (1998), for
example, find that dense street patterns are associated with fewer car trips
relative to less dense networks,while Bento et al.(2005) find that increases in
road density has a positive effect on annual miles driven.
The remaining variables included in the model serve as controls for the
socio-demographicattributesofthehousehold.Descriptivestatisticsforthese,
the urban form variables, the insurance cost index, and the dependent
variables are presented in Table 1. Year dummies are also included in the
model to control for autonomous shifts in macroeconomic conditions that
could affect the sample as a whole.
3.3 Interpretation of the marginal effects
With respect to the interpretation of the marginal effects from the Heckit
model, two clarifications are warranted. While it is well-known that the
marginal effects from the probit selector equation are given by 	  (' ) Z k,i ti s
oftenneglectedthatanadjustmentisalsorequiredtointerpretthecoefficients
from the outcome equation when the variable additionally appears in the se-
lector equation. Following Sigelman/Zeng (1999), this adjustment, which





















Own car (1,0) 0.863 0.343
Non-work km driven in 5-day week 104.409 103.401
Urban form variables
Outlet density 0.609 1.282
Road density 13.086 11.555
Outlet diversity 0.887 0.075
Walking minutes to public transit 5.581 4.658
Control variables
Number under 18 in household 0.436 0.827
Number over 64 in household 0.354 0.638
Number of working females 0.408 0.514
Number of working males 0.469 0.532
Number with college preparatory degree 0.517 0.703
Identifying variable
Insurance cost index 6.208 2.907
Table 1The intuition underlying equation (5) is that the effect of X k can be de-
composed into two parts.The first part,given byk,measures the effect of X k
on the distance driven among those with a car, while the second part, repre-
sented by     k Z (' )  ,represents the effect of a change in X k on the proba-
bility of owning a car (Saha et al. 1997). Clearly, when no sample selectivity
issue is present,  0and the right hand side of (7) reduces tok.In this case,
the conditional effect corresponds to that of the 2PM.
In addition to calculating the conditional marginal effects, we also calculate
their statistical significance.This step is complicated by the fact that equation
(5) comprises multiple parameters that makes analytical computation of the
variance impossible,which is presumably one explanation for why it has been
generally ignored in the literature. In the rare instances in which researchers
present the marginal effects, the conventional practice seems to incorrectly
rely on the standard errors of the unadjusted coefficient estimates for as-
sessing significance. We circumvent this difficulty by applying the Delta
method to calculate significance. This approach uses a first-order Taylor ex-
pansion to create a linear approximation of a non-linear function,after which
the variance and measures of statistical significance can be computed3.
4. Results
4.1 Models with urban form variables
Table 2 presents the coefficient estimates from the Heckit and 2PM models
andtheassociatedmarginaleffects.Indiscussingtheresults,wefocusonthese
latter effects because of their behavioral relevance. Turning first to the se-
lector estimates, all of the socio-demographic variables are significant at the
5% level and have positive coefficients. The largest effect is seen for the
number of male workers in the household, a unit increase in which increases
theprobabilityofcarownershipby0.13.Theidentifyingvariablecapturingin-
surance costs has, as expected, a negative coefficient and is also significant at
the 5% level.
Moving beyond the control variables,the model suggests that urban form is a
statistically significant determinant of car ownership: three of the four urban
form variables have p-values less than 0.05 and a likelihood ratio test suggests
that their inclusion significantly improves the fit of the model (P < 0.0001).
The two density measures both have negative – albeit small – coefficients,
which is consistent with the intuition that households located in densely
settled areas have less need for automobile transit.Specifically,a unit increase
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3 The nonparametric bootstrap is an alternative method for calculating statistical significance.
Vance (2006) illustrates this approach and the Delta method, and provides the code for imple-
menting both techniques using the STATA software.in road density reduces the probability of car ownership by 0.003,while a unit
increase in outlet density reduces the probability by 0.013.The distance to the
nearest public transit stop has the expected positive effect but is also small in
magnitude,with each additional walking-minute increasing the probability of
car ownership by 0.002.Likewise,the diversity variable is positive,which may
reflect an increased demand for automobile travel as the variety of services in
the surrounding area increases, though the estimate is statistically insig-
nificant.
Before examining the corresponding estimates of the outcome equation,
several points regarding the presence of sample selectivity bear noting. First,
the condition number, calculated to be 8.45, is well below the threshold of 30
that Belsley et al. (1980) suggest is indicative of multicollinearity problems.
Second, the coefficient on the inverse Mills ratio is positive and highly sig-
nificant,suggesting that,on net,unobservable factors that increase the proba-
12 Colin Vance and Ralf Hedel













































































Insurance cost index –0.026
(0.044) –0.004









(Pseudo) R2 0.204 0.052 0.046
Number of observations 6564 5668 5668
p-values in parentheses;year dummies not presented.
Table 2bilityofcarownershipalsoincreasethedistancedriven.Third,theinclusionof
the selectivity coefficient in the calculation of the marginal effects has a sub-
stantial bearing on their magnitude, indicating that the interpretation of
Heckit estimates should be cast in more specific terms than is conventionally
the case. Finally, the calculation of the statistical significance of the marginal
effects is clearly warranted given that the p-values vary considerably
compared with the unadjusted coefficients,in some cases by several orders of
magnitude.
Turning to the estimates of the outcome equation for the Heckit and 2PM
models, the qualitative findings generally mirror those of the selector
equation.Thecoefficientonthenumberofmaleworkersagainhasthehighest
magnitude, whereby the marginal effect from the Heckit suggests that each
additionalmaleworkerincreasesthedistancetraveledfornon-workactivities
by 17.5 kilometers. The corresponding estimate from the 2PM is slightly




control variables are similar across the two models.
With respect to the urban form variables,only road density is found to be sig-
nificant based on the calculation of the conditional marginal effects from the
Heckit. Specifically, each unit increase reduces the kilometers traveled by
1.3 kilometers. A slightly lower estimate, 1.2 kilometers, is generated by the
2PM.Thecoefficientonthewalkingtimetothenearestpublictransitfromthe
2PM is also significant, suggesting that each additional minute increases
vehicle travel for non-work activities by 0.62 kilometers. Nevertheless, given
the highly significant estimate of the IVM and the evidence that multicolli-
nearityisunlikelytobeaproblem,aconservativeinterpretationwoulddictate
referencing the Heckit result that the variable is insignificant.
4.2 Models with urban form instruments
The foregoing analysis assumes that urban form is an exogenous determinant
of travel behavior. If we instead consider the possibility of endogeneity, with
households selecting neighborhoods based on their preferences for the at-
tributes embodied in the urban form variables,then the estimated coefficients
on these variables would be inconsistent as a result of their correlation with
the error term.Stated alternatively,if households who dislike driving locate in
regions that support alternative transport modes, then any apparent causal
effects running from the urban form variables to driving behavior could be
spurious.
On the Link between Urban Form and Automobile Use 13Toexplorethispossibility,weestimatedasecondseriesofmodelsusinginstru-
mental variables for both the Heckit and 2PM specifications.Selecting appro-
priate instruments requires identifying factors that determine land use in the
areaofthehouseholdsresidencebutnottheirtravelbehavior.Herewefollow
the lead of Boarnet/Sarmiento (1998),whose work uses several non-transport
amenities that measure the socio-demographic composition and architectural
character of the neighborhood.We draw on four such variables from the infas
GEOdata dataset,all measured at the zip code level:
– the percentage of buildings built before 1945
– the percentage of buildings built between 1945 and 1985
– the percentage of residents over 65 years of age
– the percentage of foreign residents.
As noted by Boarnet/Sarmiento (1998), these variables are likely to be cor-
related with the urban form variables but have little bearing on travel de-
cisions.We thus assume that the associated instruments used in the estimation
of the land use effects are exogenous,an assumption which is tested below.
Table 3 displays the results of instrumental variables regressions for each of
the four urban form variables using the Heckit model. Columns 1–4 contain
the coefficients estimated by an IV-probit model (Newey 1987),and columns
5–8containthecorrespondingestimatesfromatwo-stageleastsquaresmodel.
To avoid clutter,only the marginal effects are presented.
Multicollinearitydoesnotappeartobeaproblemforthreeofthefourmodels,
as evidenced by the relatively low values of the condition number.This is not
the case for the model H4, however, which includes the instrument for the
walking distance to the nearest public transit. The fact that the condition
numberisabove30,alongwiththeinsignificanceoftheIVM,suggeststhatthe
2PM may be more appropriate in this case.
With respect to the identification of the models, two tests are reported at the
bottom of the table. The first of these, the Anderson canonical correlations
likelihood ratio statistic, provides a test of whether the excluded instruments
are relevant. The null hypothesis is that the equation is under-identified. The
test statistic is distributed as 
2 with degrees of freedom equal to the number
of included and excluded instruments minus the number of regressors plus
one. In all four models the null hypothesis is rejected, providing support for
the relevance of the instruments.The second test reports the Hansen- Sargen
statistic.Thenullhypothesishereisthattheinstrumentsareuncorrelatedwith
the error term and that the excluded instruments are correctly excluded from
the estimated equation, conditions which are required for the instruments to
yieldconsistentandunbiasedestimates.Thistestisalsodistributedas
2 ,with
14 Colin Vance and Ralf Hedelthe degrees of freedom equal to the number of excluded instruments minus
the number of endogenous variables. With respect to the instruments for
outlet and road density, the test statistic is very small, suggesting that the in-
struments are orthogonal to the dependent variable. However, in the case of
the instruments for diversity and the distance to public transit,the hypothesis
of zero correlation is clearly rejected.
The most general observation to draw from the coefficient estimates is that
the effects of virtually all the socio-demographic variables are somewhat
smaller in magnitude as compared with the estimates in Table 2,while the es-
timates on the urban form instruments are all considerably higher.In the case
of the density measures, for example, it is seen that a unit increase in outlet
density decreases the probability of car ownership by 0.04 and decreases the
distance traveled by some 16 kilometers per 5-day week. In both cases, the
magnitudes are over a three fold increase compared to the corresponding es-
On the Link between Urban Form and Automobile Use 15
Vehicle ownership and distance traveled, Heckit using urban form instruments
marginal effects
Selector equation (IV-Probit) Outcome equation





































































































































Condition number 8.933 9.434 15.308 48.185
















Number of obs. 6564 5668
p-values in parentheses;year dummies not presented.
Table 3timates in Table 2; moreover, the instrumented outlet density variable is es-
timated to be highly significant. Large differences are also seen for the es-
timates of the effects of road density, particularly in the selector equation. A
unit increase in this variable reduces the probability of car ownership by 0.04,
a 10 fold increase in magnitude over the effect of the non-instrumented
variable, and reduces distance traveled over the week by 1.93 kilometers, a
roughly 0.62 larger effect than in the non-instrumented case.
Turning to the 2PM models in Table 4,we see a notably tight correspondence
between the estimates of the urban form instruments and the corresponding
estimates from the Heckit with instruments (with the exception of the di-
versity measure, which is insignificant in both models). This finding holds
despite the apparent presence of sample selectivity in models H1 and H2 of
16 Colin Vance and Ralf Hedel
Distance traveled, 2PM results using urban form instruments
Outcome equation








Walking minutes to public transit 10.565
(0.000)
Control variables










































































Number of obs. 5668
p-values in parentheses;year dummies not presented.
Table 4Table 3,as evidenced by the highly significant IVM.The results of the identifi-
cation tests are also uniform across the models with the exception of the
Hansen J statistic in model 2PM4, which fails to reject the validity of the in-
strument measuring the walking time to public transit. Furthermore, in
contrast to the non-instrumented variant, the coefficient on this variable is
highly significant and suggests that each additional walking minute increases
non-work automobile travel by 10.7 kilometers.
Taken together, the results from Tables 2, 3 and 4 lead us to conclude that
while sample selectivity is evident in the Heckit models of automobile own-
ership and use,the practical implications of this issue for the interpretation of
the results ultimately depend on the calculation of the conditional marginal
effects and on the use of instruments for the endogenous regressors. In par-
ticular,we find that when these two factors are accounted for,the differences
between the Heckit and 2PM are, in fact, negligible. By contrast, the pro-
nounceddiscrepanciesbetweenthenon-instrumentedandinstrumentedcoef-
ficient estimates suggest that endogeneity is a problem warranting closer con-
sideration. Indeed, the seemingly inflated estimates of the instrumented
variables cast some doubt on their accuracy, despite the generally supportive
evidence of the identification tests. Lassen (2005), who documents similar
findings of studies using instrumental variables (Dee 2004; Milligan et al.
2003), speculates that one cause may be measurement errors in the inde-
pendent variables, which can induce attenuation bias in the estimate. To the
extent that instruments mitigate the effects of measurement error, the es-
timates would be expected to increase.
Because the issue of instrument validity is central to the question of whether
the urban form variables have a causal effect on automobile use, we im-
plement a final diagnostic check using a technique developed by Angrist/
Krueger(1995),referredtoasthesplit-sampleIVestimator.Thisestimatorin-
volves randomly dividing the data into two sub-samples of equal size. The
second sub-sample is used to estimate the first stage regression, the pa-
rameters from which are then used to construct fitted values and the second
stage estimates using the first sub-sample. Unlike conventional IV estimates,
which are biased toward OLS, these estimates are biased toward zero. They
can be corrected,however,by multiplication with a parameter measuring the
proportional attenuation bias.This parameter is derived by taking the inverse
of the coefficient from a regression of the endogenous regressor on its pre-
dicted value (using the first sub-sample). Angrist/Krueger show that a major
advantage of this approach is to reduce the risk of misleading inferences
arising from the finite sample bias that can plague two stage least squares.As
Hall et al. (1996) further note, another advantage is that the method is not
reliant on canonical correlation tests,which they argue to be of dubious value
in assessing the relevance of the instruments.
On the Link between Urban Form and Automobile Use 17Table5presentstheresultsfromtheapplicationofthismethodforeachofthe
urban form variables using the 2PM specification. The first row of the table
shows the coefficient estimate of the split-sample instrumented variable
(SSIV), the second shows the proportional attenuation bias, and the third
shows the unbiased coefficient (USSIV) obtained by multiplying the inverse
ofthevalueinrowtwowiththevalueinrowone.Withtheexceptionofthedi-
versity measure, all of the coefficients in row one are highly significant but
smaller in magnitude than the corresponding estimates from Table 4,as is ex-
pected since this estimator is biased toward zero.The estimates of the propor-
tional attenuation bias range from 80% for the case of the outlet density in-
strument to 99% for the road density instrument, suggesting that the in-
struments are strong and that the downward bias is relatively insubstantial.
The unbiased coefficients in row three are – again with the exception of di-
versity – all highly significant but somewhat lower in magnitude than the con-
ventionalIVestimatesofTable4.Theseresultsprovidefurthersupportforas-
cribing urban form, as measured by outlet density, road density, and the
distance to public transit,a causative interpretation.
5. Conclusions
This paper has investigated the link between urban form, automobile own-
ership, and non-work automobile travel using variants of the censored re-
gression model and instrumental variables, an approach which allowed us to
explore the sensitivity of the estimates to sample selectivity and endogeneity.
Unlike much of the work to date, we find that the urban form variables are a
significant determinant of automobile ownership and distance driven, a
finding that holds even after controlling for the possibility that these variables
are jointly determined by other factors influencing residential choice de-
cisions.In this regard,our specification of the urban form instruments – based
on socio-demographic and architectural features of the surrounding area –
follows closely the work Boarnet/Sarmiento (1998).While their analysis finds
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Number of observations 2836 2836 2836 2836
p-values in parentheses;control variables and year dummies not presented.
Table 5little evidence of a causative link between automobile travel and land use
patterns, the evidence presented here is generally supportive that such a link
exists. The results are robust to the presence of sample selectivity, and – with
the exception of diversity – the validity of the urban form instruments is con-
firmed by identification tests.Moreover,the instruments retained their signif-
icance under split sample estimation,albeit with coefficient estimates that are
of somewhat lower magnitude.
As this is one of the few studies to be conducted on this issue in a European
context, it would be of interest to see whether the qualitative findings pre-
sented here are corroborated by studies using other data sets from within
Germany and other European countries. A particularly useful line of inquiry
would focus on the extent to which the spatial scale of the data affects the
results.Data constraints precluded such an analysis in the present study,but it
is one that is required before specific transport policies can be made based on
the link between urban form and automobile travel. As has been demon-
strated in the literature on spatial interactions (Geoghegan et al. 1997; Irwin,
Bockstael 2001), individuals may respond differently to landscape patterns
depending on whether these patterns characterize the individual’s immediate
activity space or are spatially removed. It is conceivable, for example, that
higher road density would decrease automobile dependency immediately sur-
rounding the household by making services and amenities more accessible by
alternative modes, while increasing dependency in non-adjacent zones by
making destinations there and beyond easier to reach by car.
These considerations lead to two concrete proposals for future research. The
firstwouldinvolveapplyingthemodelingtechniquesusedinthisstudytodata
thatismorespatiallydisaggregate,asforexamplethatusedbySiedentopetal.
(2005). As the work from Boarnet/Sarimiento’s (1998) demonstrates, spatial
scale matters, and higher resolution data would allow for comparative
analyses by affording the possibility to aggregate the data to a coarser reso-
lution.The second extension would involve further exploration of the role of
spatial interactions through the inclusion of spatially lagged variables in the
specification. In the context of the present data, for example, widow metrics
could be calculated using a GIS that measure the urban form attributes over a
ring surrounding – and spatially removed from – the zip code in which the
household resides.
Given the paucity of available evidence to support the hypothesis of a
causativeeffectofurbanformontransport,theseextensions,togetherwiththe
techniques applied here, hold promise for further isolating the magnitude of
the effect and thereby providing a platform for targeting policy responses to
automobile dependency.
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